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Creighton wary of abortion law
by Eileen Moore

,

Labeling her topic a "delicate issue," Helen
Creighton, R. N., J. D., spoke on the "Legal and
Moral Aspects of Abortion Legislation" last
Thursday to a Daniel Hall audience. Sponsored by
the College of Nursing, Creighton's lecture attempted to give a more clear perspective on how
recent Supreme Court decisions concerning
abortion can affect the ordinary woman, the nurse
and the nursing student.
Under the new law, all statutes banning abortions
which are unnecessary to save a mother's life
violate a woman's right to privacy to make the
abortion decision — a right guaranteed by the 14th
Amendment to the Constitution.
There should be a reassessment of
the extent of the woman's right when
her rights conflict with the rights of
conscience of other individuals.

According to Creighton, "No hospital or
professional can be compelled to participate" in
abortions if such participation is against their
moral or religious beliefs. Consequently, "hiring
becomes an issue for those nurses who oppose
abortions" in light of the fact that in both the United
Sates and Great Britain applicants to nursing and
health care positions are being questioned as to
whether they will assist with abortions. "There is no
reason to ask such a question unless it will influence
the hiring decision," Creighton noted.
She maintained that since hiring becomes a
major issue for those nurses who in conscience
oppose abortion, "there should be a reassessment of
the extent of the woman's right when her rights
conlfict with the rights of conscience of individual
doctors, nurses or persons sponsoring a hospital or
health institution."
Creighton cited a recent New Jersey ruling
concerning abortion as indicative of many rulings
which exclude nurses from the ranks of those
protected by the law. The ruling itself stated that no
doctor or hospital can be compelled to perform
abortions. It did not, however, specify nurses or
other hospital personnel.
"Nurses are not simply auxiliaries, as they are
looked upon," she maintained. "And they should not
have to participate when it is a question of a moral
issue. The personal rights of the pregnant woman

should be limited by the rights of other people."
In support of her contention, Creighton explained
that according to another Supreme Court decision,
private and denominational hospitals can refuse to
perform abortions. The decision struck down a 1973
Wisconsin court ruling which ordered a hospital to
permit abortion on demand. "The original ruling
simply abolished criminal penalties for the
physician and the woman. It did not and does not
require that individuals must perform abortions,"
she explained.
Nurses must be considered as professionals who
do have the right to refuse the abortion. "They can
rest assured that this is consistent with their
rights," she said.
Creighton advises that when hospitals allow
abortions, nurses should make their feelings known
if they cannot morally or religiously go along with
the abortion policy. "The hospital can then provide
substitutions for those nurses wishing to refrain,"
she commented.
She noted that the Nurses Association of the
American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists' guidelines on abortion specificy this
same right. She wonders if such a policy is followed
where student nurses are concerned. "It is submitted that if people are to enjoy the equal
protection of the law, then nursing students who
refuse to assist must receive adequate protection
from instructors who have an opposite point of
view," she said.
In commenting upon the recent conviction of the
Boston obstetrician-gynecologist, Kenneth Edelin,
who was found guilty last week in the death of a 2022 week old fetus he had aborted, Creighton said,
"We get much more help from moralists than from
lawyers and doctors in determining who should live
and who should not live. I see the conviction as
reassuring."
In conclusion, Creighton maintains that if a
Supreme Court decision allows a child "in utero" to
be killed with impunity, "what is to prevent further
extension of legalized killing of unwanted persons?
We would eventually permit people not to elect
certain procedures which would sustain their
lives," she said.
Creighton sees the new shift in abortion laws
brought on by the 1973 court decision as "not
reassuring" and one of the small steps toward
"legalized positive euthenasia," a condition
possibly associated with the rise of the Third Reich.
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AKERS DOZEN
Opening Soon

a Its

LEARN TO FLY
IN A

good"

HANG GLIDER

linger
lickin'

Only '25.

Doughnuts
and

GOOD SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES

Fresh Baked Breads

Includes 2 hour ground
school plus week-end of
flight training with our
equipment.
Join
in
America's fastest growing
sport. Classes forming now
for late March. For flight
school application contact:

Open Daily
Fri.-Sat. 10:30-10
Sun.-Thurs. 10:30-9

7reat ^
university square mini-mall
seneca rd. clemson

Kentucky Fried Ikicken.
Highway 123

Clemson

1220 Laurens Rd.
Greenville, SC 29607
242-4229 or
226-4579 in Anderson
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on campus
Pedalers to hold Bike-A-Thon

Council holds
job service

There is no limit to the number of miles a
participant must ride.
If a rider doesn't have a sponsor, he or
she will be asked to donate $3.
Registration forms can be obtained at
the west campus canteen, the YMCA or
any store displaying a Bike-A-Thon poster.
Other information, including a map, is on
the forms.

The Clemson Pedalers Cycling Club and
the American Cancer Society are holding a
Bike-A-Thon March 9, to raise funds for
cancer research and prevention.
Everyone is invited to participate in the
leisurely ride which is to begin at 1:30 p.m.
in front of Tillman Hall. The course will
cover four miles in and around campus.

Students who have not yet secured a
summer job will be interested to know that
the Student Alumni Council (SAC) is
reinstating its Summer Job Referral
Service again this spring.
Through this service, the SAC will attempt to match the student's line of work
and preferred location with alumni employers who are offering positions meeting
the student's specifications.
Students who are interested in the
program should obtain an application
form from the Alumni Center and return it
to SAC, c-o Clemson Alumni Association,
Clemson, S. C, 29631, by March 31.
Students will receive responses by the
middle of April. If there are any further
questions, call Sandra Parks at 656-8368.

Two drill meets scheduled
within next two weeks
Clemson will be hosting two drill meets
within the next two weeks.
On Saturday, Pershing Rifles' Company
C-4 is sponsoring a collegiate meet involving teams from Georgia, University of
South Carolina, North Carolina State,
North Georgia College and Appalachian
State. Three women drill teams will also
be competing.
To be held at 1 p.m. in the stadium
parking lot, the drill will include basic
squad, basic platoon, fancy squad and
fancy platoon.
Clemson will not be competing but will
be giving exhibition performances in all

Correction

areas of competition.
Sponsored by the Army and Air Force
ROTC units, the second meet, to be held
Mar. 8, will be competition for high
schools.
Approximately 600 male and female
competitors from 26 different high schools
throughout South Carolina will be competing for over $900 in trophies and prizes
plus the State Drill Championship.
Competition will start at 9 a.m. in the
Iptay parking lot immediately behind the
stadium.
The public is invited to both events at no
charge.

The High Court candidate
identified in last week's Tiger as
Arthur Cade is running under the
name of A. Alan Cade. He is a

Voters given choice
Students can elect student government
leaders on Tuesday. However, if the low
turnout at campaign rallies serves as any
indicator of student interest, a poor percentage of voters is anticipated again
this year.
Easy accessibility of the polls is expected to encourage voters. Polls will be
set up in every dormitory, on the loggia,
in front of the library and by the post office. Runoffs will be held the following
week, if necessary.

junior, not a sophomore. Also,
low court candidate Jay Tothacer
is an administrative manager
major.

NOTHING
BEATSA-PIZZA FROM
CHANELO'S

AFTER THE GAME

Wti'DETifiESS
OUTFITTERS
BACKPACKING* CLIMBING
•CANOEING iCAVING^
' _■* KAYAKING

.Advertisement.

Jobs For
Summer
Look
Promising
Informed sources report that
summer job opportunities for
college students "look good" this
year. National Parks. Dude
Ranches, Guest Resorts, Private
Camps, and other tourist areas
throughout the nation are now
seeking student applications.
Summer job placement coordinators at Opportunity Research
(SAP) report that despite national
economics tourist areas are
looking for a record season. Polls
indicate that people may not go
for the big purchases such as new
cars, new homes, furniture or
appliances, but most appear to be
planning for a big vacation.
A free booklet on student job
assistance may be obtained by
sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Opportunity Research
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Dr.
Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job
seekers are urged to apply early!

107 EARLE ST.
(Behind First National Bank)
One Block Hike From Campus
Open 10-5:30 Weekdays
Except Tuesday (Closed)
10 pet. Discount to Outing Club Members

FOR PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA - RAVIOLI & SUBMARINES
CALL OR COME BY

CHANELO'S PIZZA & SPAGHETTI HOUSE
107 College Ave.
Clemson, S.C.
FOR FAST FREE DELIVERY DIAL 654-6990

Then hit the Links this spring!

Discounts on Large Orders

Have a Pizza Party

1975 Clemson Baseball Schedule
DATE

OPPONENT

March i
March 3
Mitch 4
March 6
Much 7
Mitch 8
Match 9

GARDNER WEBB
WEST VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA
LOUISBURG (Exhibition)
GEORGIA SOUTHERN ,?
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
GEORGIA SOUTHERN

Match II

APPALACHIAN STATE

Match
Match
March
Match
Match
Match
Match
March
March
Match
March
March
March
March
March
Match

Tennessee (10 00 a.m.)
Alabama (4:00 p.m.)
Tennessee (10:00 a.m.)
Alabama (4:00 p.m.)
Tennessee (10:00 a.m.)
Alabama (400 p.m.)
Birmingham Southern
Auburn (2)
Auburn
Mercer
Metcet
Erskine
Georgia
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL

13
13
14
14
IS
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Tired of hitting the books?

SITE
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON

CLEMSON
TUWJIUDW. Ala
Tuscalnma. Ala
Tuscaluosa. Ala.
Twciloost, Ala.
. Tmcaloosa, Ala.
Tutcaloou, Ala.
Birmingham. Ala
Auburn. Ala
Auburn, Ala
_,Macon. Ga.
Macon. Ga.
Due Wesl. S. C.
Athens. Ga.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON

•Denote* Atlantic CMII Conference Hunt
A/1 ^orv qafflp tf(]t «i»3 <jp rv"., M »» | » #(>|

Match
March
Match
Match
April
April
April
April

Aptil
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
Apttl
April
Apttl
April
April
Aptil
April

28
2°
30
31
1
2
4
5

'Maryland
"North Carolina
'Duke
ST. JOHN'S
WESTERN CAROLINA
South Carolina
"VIRGINIA
"N. C. STATE

6 "N.C. STATE
8 Georgia Tech
9
II
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
27

Georgia
"NORTH CAROUNA
"DUKE
"MARYLAND
Western Carolina
GEORGIA
GEORGIA TECH
"Virginia
'Wake Forest
"Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
ACC Tournament
ACC Tournament
ACC Tournament ...:
ACC Tournament

College Park. Md.
Chapel Hill. N. C.
Durham. N. C.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Columbia. S. C.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON

Golf and Country Club
in Pendleton is now offering

CLEMSON
Atlanta. Ga.
Elbenon. Ga.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Cullowhee. N. C.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Chariot less ille. Va.
WmstonSaJem. N. C.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
ATlanta. Ga.
Chapel H.lf. N. C.
Chape! Hill. N.C.
Chapel Hill. N. C.
Chapel Hill. N. C.

Special Social and Golf Memberships
for Clemson Students
For Complete Information Call 646-3404
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the tiger
Latest Chronicle:
disappointing effort
by George A. Smith
How can a reviewer for the Tiger, the
sister publication of the Chronicle, in good
heart reveal what a disappointment the
latest Chronicle is?
Because I would be dishonest if I
reported anything less. The February
edition of the Chronicle is a poorly edited,
thrown-together collection of amateurish,
pointless ramblings. It is a magazine
which could easily have been produced in a
less than a month, not the six months'
work it represents.
But to fully describe my disappointment,
I have to include last year's Chronicle.
That dubious publication, after enduring
every possible delay and problem, saw
daylight after nine months preparation.
Distribution was as bad as much of the rest
of the work in the issue, and only about
1000 "privileged" people ever got hold of a
copy. The staff quit, never to be heard
from again.
This year we were promised a "new"
Chronicle, an on-time Chronicle, a
coherent, cohesive meaningful "variety"
magazine. Instead, the magazine
delivered last Monday is just a scaleddown re-hash of last year's volume.-In
fact, it's hard to believe the two issues
come from entirely different sets of
editors; the material is so similar.
Unfortunately, whereas last year's
Chronicle contained a few strong points,
such as excellent graphics, an imaginative
layout and impressive bulk, the current
issue lacks most of those good points.
But enough of generalizing. Consider
these specifics:
Overall layout: Upon first leaf-through
of the 36 page issue the format looks
healthy. Good spacing of photos, drawings,
ads, cartoons, such that to an illiterate the
magazine would look professional. But
start reading it! Feature stories have too
many annoying "jumps" from the front of

*Wv

the issue to the back, containing tiny jump
instructions hidden away from the last
sentence of the page. Several times I
thought I had finished reading an article,
only to find it cropping up again as I leafed
further through the magazine.
Type-size
varies
distractingly
throughout the stories—the violent crime
analysis blends five or six type styles in no
seeming local pattern. The result does not
lend originality—only confusion.
The editors must be afraid of white
space—any time they encountered such a
fearsome beast they wiped it away with
massive black lines or the insipid "Denver
is the mile high city" phrase. Only the
"Whitewater Canoeing" spoof escapes
those one-quarter inch thick lines.
Proofreading: Remember that the
publication comprises six months' work.
Accustomed to working on a weekly
publication, I lack sympathy for the
numerous typographical errors in the
Chronicle. Seven of the 18 page-numbers
listed in the contents are incorrect.
Numbers follow no kind of style scheme:
We get fifty-seven dollars at one point and
$165.00 at another, 4 and eleven but 57
percent. Date usuage varies from January
24, to 9 January 1974, to January 10, 1974.
Usuage style of the whole publication
follows one form—whimsy.
But most of the above are technicalities
— points an ordinary reader often may not
even notice. The main area of judgment
for the Chronicle should be "what does it
say and how does it say it?"
Rather than saying anything new, the
Chronicle repeats, poorly and inaccurately, what we have heard before.
Do we need to suffer statements like this
in a college-level publication?
"And by the way, dearly beloved
readers, go buy something from our advertisers. Quit hoarding that money and

fc%
get the economy moving. I want a job
when I graduate."
"Raising the pistol toward her, he fired
four times. She tumbled to the floor .... She
was dead. He had killed her." (and this in
a serious analysis!)
"Perhaps it's too soon to tell. Perhaps
too late. Hopefully not."
"Tammy was strangled to death ..."
(Please, if one is strangled, one is dead.
Fortunately no one was "killed to death"
in the article.)
"All total they got fifty-seven dollars."
(And all sum up we hope author no English
major.)
"...only when society as a whole, and the
individuals who make it up...." (I would
like to see society as a whole go one way
and the individuals who make it up go
another way for a change.)
"Due to the amount of available space,
unfortunately, much of the information
received from the above sources has had
to be synthesized." (If the article referred
to is to be the least bit factual, we hope the
editors meant to say that the article was
synthesized, rather than the information

received from the sources.)
All of the above citations result either
from ignorance, haste or nonchalance. To
complete my scathe of the Chronicle, I
submit an article-by-article review.
"An interview with George Batman —
Although Batman graduated from
Clemson last December, the editor apparently justifies the article with the
statement that Batman was "one of the top
ten student intellectuals." Possibly, but we
never learn from the article a single
contribution Batman made to Clemson
University, other than running for student
body president on the platform of "the only
reason I want to be elected is that it would
look good on my resume." Another jewel
from Batman: "I preferred the idea of
living far away from (Clemson). But I do
notice that I've missed out on a lot of
things." Does this merit one-eighth of all
the space in the Chronicle?
"Violent Crime in this Area: A Comparative
Analysis—A
seven-page
disjointed and haphazard collection of
detective and police reports fraught with
continued to page 12

Union presents Masters of Airways
Here comes another Student Union music
presentation—Masters of the Airways, featuring a
flying wedge of twin chrome-plated double-neck
guitars, fed through a massive array of electronics...the description goes on and on. Come for
free to the Amphitheater in good weather, Tillman
Auditorium in bad weather, this Thursday at 8 p.m.

Short
pants
edited by George A. Smith
Three more nights for the Clemson Players
production, "The Skin of Our Teeth." See the review
on the next page for details. The show begins at 8
p.m. in Daniel Auditorium.

Open tryouts for Ionesco's "The Lesson" and
"The Bald Soprano" will be held at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday in Daniel Auditorium. Scripts may be
picked up in 101 Strode Tower. This is the Clemson
Players' final production for the year. For further
information call Dr. Ray Sawyer at 656-3062.

Those who missed any of the lecture series,
"Violence and Aggression," can relive the gore on
radio. Station WEPR, Greenville (90.1 fm) begins
broadcasting the series this Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
with "The Treatment of Violence in the Movies," by
Andrew Sarris. Each following Wednesday night
offers a new topic.
Or if you would prefer to hear about violence live,
come to Daniel Auditorium Wednesday night at 7:30
p.m. for the first installment of "Violence in
American Society," featuring Kenneth E. Moyer
and Hans Toch.
The second installment will be Thursday — same
time, same place. Marvin Wolfgang will discuss
"Culture and Violence."
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arts / entertainment
Wilder play jells in every facet and detail
by George A. Smith.
What purpose does a production of a 1942 allegorical play
accomplish on the Clemson
campus in 1975?
Illimitable purpose. Viewing
the Clemson Players production
of Thornton Wilder's "The Skin of
Our Teeth" convinces me that
this play may just now be coming
into its own — that 1975 is the
most apropos time for such a
production. For "Skin of Our
Teeth" is about mankind — its
continual strugle to rise above all
the tragedy, heartbreak, disaster
and frustration which constantly
challenge it. The United States

endured much in 1942, but as
Sabina the maid explains,
"Somehow war brings out the
best in everybody."
We as a nation now find ourselves (relatively) at peace with
the rest of the world, but restless,
dissatisfied and almost hopeless
at home. The nation seems less
self-assured than ever before.
Millions are asking, "Is life worth
living anymore? " "Can the world
survive?" "Is there any point in
going on?"
Precisely the questions the
Antrobus family — typifying
every family — ask in "The Skin

GLADYS, "papa's little weasel," (Valrie J. Zeager) looks intently
as her father, Mr. Antrobus (Larry McLaughlin), explains his new in vention — the wheel.

SHIVERING around the fire with their pet mammoth (Dab Barger) are Mrs. Antrobus (Mary
Alice Barksdale) and her son Henry (Jim Patz). The mid-August "freeze" is upon them, even while
performing in Daniel Auditorium through Sunday at 8 p.m.
of Our Teeth." They've endured
Players production especially
stimulated.
much — the ice age, the great
catalyzes the hope and promise of
I cannot be enthusiastic enough
"The Skin of Our Teeth."
flood, deaths of thousands of
over the quality of this producchildren, marital boredom arid
Billed as a comedy — and
tion. Without exaggeration, "Skin
rightly so — "Skin of Our Teeth"
countless wars. Always the
of Our Teeth" is the finest, the
temptation is to "throw up the
didn't provide quite the kind of
most professional, the most
sponge" and quit. Yet the will to
entertainment many of the
successful, the most ambitious
strive onward is still with them.
audience expected. While often
and the hardest production in the
And the spirit to strive on,
funny, the play deals with a
history of the Clemson Players.
larger form of humor — the
while perhaps sinking, still rests
The size of the cast (40) has never
comedy of life. William
in today's man. Perplexingly,
before been approached. The
playwrights of the past decade
props and technical production
Saroyan's
"The
Human
have largely lost that spirit,
Comedy", written during the
go unequaled. The special effects
leaving the theater devoid of
same era, typifies this kind of
of light and sound even surpass
hope. Lacking inspiration, the art
comedy which includes tragedy
the Players 1970 production of.
and pathos.
form has fallen into an abyss of
"Lysistrata," which with its
Although the audience received
pessimism offering no promises,
strobe effect formerly held the
a different sensation from what
no solutions.
most sensuous award.
they had expected, nobody left
Which is why we need turn to
That a University lacking a
the theater complaining. Those
1942 and Thornton Wilder for
drama department could achieve
who came to laugh stayed to be
light and joy. And the Clemson
continued to page 6

Lennon produces an interesting collection
ROCK 'N* ROLL
John Lennon
About two years ago rumors started
circulating to the effect that John Lennon
was doing an "oldies" album, to be
produced by Phil Spector, which was due
to be released "any time." Since then an
occasional word of the album reached the
public in the form of more nebulous
rumors about every three months or so. An
auto accident put Phil Spector out of the
picture and apparently did the same to the
album, but Lennon went into the studio and
did the majority of the work on the album
by himself last fall. It's finally hit the
stands now, and at the least, it's an interesting collection.
The album contains no old Beatle remakes, as some had theorized before its
release. Instead it's a group of older rock
*n' roll songs by people like Buddy Holly,
Sam Cooke, Chuck Berry, and Little
Richard. Nearly all of them feature
Lennon singing in his best R 'n' R voice,
with a heavy layer of echo, backed up by a

things we like
by Gary Ragan
good bunch of session musicians who get
no credit at all on the album.
The album starts with a good, tight "BeBop-A-Lula" that's pretty representative

of the entire album. It's good, punch rock.
After a nice, sultry "Stand By Me" and a
medley of "Ready Teddy" and "Rip It
Up," Lennon launches into a Chuck Berry
tune, "You Can't Catch Me," that sounds
suspiciously like it was the inspiration for
"Come Together."
The album continues through versions of
classics like "Do You Want To Dance,"
"Sweet Little Sixteen," and "Slippin' and
Slidin' " with a lot of energy and style.
Lennon even puts on his best Buddy Holly
voice for "Peggy Sue." It's a solid trip
back through time that Lennon must have
relished ("Relived by J. L." reads a note
on the cover) and which is as musically
interesting as it is nostalgic.
FREE FALL
Pat Rebillot
Last time we mentioned a couple of light
jazz groups and their latest releases, and
this is another of that same class. Pat
Rebillot is a keyboard player and composer who specializes in soft, Herbie Mann
type jazz with, perhaps a touch of New

Orleans funk.
The title of the album is well-chosen, as
the music is generally cool and refreshing
and has a buoyant quality to it. Piano,
electric piano, synthesizers, clarinet, and
mellotron are all guided by Rebillot's
fingers and Mann's gentle production
technique into soft mists of sound that
swirl through the room or gusts of
bright music that cavort around and
around through the speakers.
The album is all instrumental and in
addition to Rebillot Tony Levin plays bass,
Steve Gadd plays drums, Arme Halburian
handles various percussion instruments.
Sam Brown plays acoustic guitar on one
track. They provide an able back-up to
Rebillot's keyboards, when he requires it,
and add a lot to an already very pleasant
recording.
AQUA
Edgar Froese
Sometime back we reviewed an album
by a German all-keyboard band called
Tangerine Dream. Aqua is the recent solo
continued to page 12
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Look to JUDGE
KELLER'S STORE
for Lee and Maverick
Blue Jean Pants
Shirts and Jackets
Sox, Underwear, T-Shirts
and you'll find them.

Congratulations
Tigers
Lynch Drug Co.
Downtown Clemson
NOTHING
BEATSA-PIZZA FROM
CHANELO'S

AFTER THE GAME

FOR PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA - RAVIOLI & SUBMARINES
CALL OR COME BY

CHANELO'S PIZZA & SPAGHETTI HOUSE
107 College Ave.
Clemson, S.C.
FOR FAST FREE DELIVERY DIAL 654-6990
Have a Pizza Party

Discounts on Large Orders

1975 Clemson Baseball Schedule
DATE
Much I
Mirch 3
Much 4
Mitch 6
Mitch 7
Mitch 8
Mitch 9
Mitch 11
Mitch 13
Mitch 13
Mitch 14
Much 14
Match IS
Match 15
Mitch 17
Match 18
Mitch 19
Much 20
Much 21
Much 22
Much 23
Much 24
Much 25
Much 26

OPPONENT
GARDNER WEBB
WESTVIRG1N1A
WESTV1RGINIA
LOUISBURG (Exhibition)
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
APPALACHIAN STATE
Tennessee (10 OOa.m.)
Alabama (4:00 p.m.I
Tennessee (10:00 a.m.)
Alibima (4:00 p.m.)
Tennessee! 10:00 i.m.)
Alabama (4:00 p.m.)
Bitminghim Southern
Aubutn (2)
Aubutn
Metcet
Metcet
Etakine
Georgia
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL

•Denotes Atlantic Coast Conference Game
All Home Games begin ai J 00 p m.

SITE
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Tuscaloosa. Ala.
Tuscalonsa. All
Tusciloosa. Ala.
Tuscaloosa. Ala.
Tuscaloosa. Ala.
Tuscaloosa. Ala.
Bitmingham. Ala.
Auburn. Ala.
Aubutn, All.
Macon. Ga.
Macon. Ga.
Due West, S. C.
Athens. Ca.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON

Match 28
Much 29
Match 30
Much 31
April I
April 2
April 4
April S
April 6
April 8
April 9
April II
April 12
April 13
April 14
April IS
April 16
April 18
Apnl 19
April 20
April 22
April 24
April 25
Apnl 26
April 27

•Matyland
College Pult. Md.
•Notth Carolina
Chapel Hill. N. C.
•Duke
Durham. N. C.
ST. JOHN'S
CLEMSON
WESTERN CAROLINA
CLEMSON
South Carolina
Columbia. S. C.
■VIRGINIA
CLEMSON
•N. C. STATE
CLEMSON
•N. C. STATE
CLEMSON
Geotgia Tech
Atlanta, Ga.
Geotgia
tlberlon. Ga.
•NORTH CAROUNA
CLEMSON
•DUKE
CLEMSON
•MARYLAND
CLEMSON
Western Carolina
Cullowhee, N. C.
GEORGIA
CLEMSON
GEORGIA TECH
CLEMSON
•Vitginia
Chatlotlesville, Va.
•Wake Fotesl
Winston-Silem. N. C
•Wike Foresl
WinslonSilem. N. C.
Geotgia Tech
Atlanta, Gi.
ACC Toutnunent
Chlpel Hill. N. C
ACC Tournament
Chapel Hill, N. C
ACC Tournament
Chlpel Hill, N. C
ACC Tournament
Chapel Hill. N. C

Talantis: food quality unchanged
by Jack A. McKenzie
"Not one thing has been lowered in quality,"
stated John Talantis, director of campus dining
services, when questioned Monday night by student
senators concerned with the standards of food
service being offered to meal ticket holders.
During the lengthy interview before the
legislators, Talantis touched on a number of topics.
Some of the matters discussed were:
— The price of meal tickets will go up next year.
The increase will be approximately the same
percentage as that of this year's increase.
— Efforts are being made to insure that the
silverware will be cleaned more thoroughly.
Talantis cited tight packing of the silverware in the
washing trays as the cause of the problem.
— Hair nets have been ordered and are expected
to arrive soon. Employees will be required to wear
the nets when serving.
— The problem of "freeloadirig" has become
acute according to Talantis. To remedy the
situation, the director stated that "checking at the
door" might become necessary. This would mean
that only persons with meal tickets or who pay for
their meal at the door would be allowed to enter the
dining hall. The dining halls would be open only
during serving hours, meaning that students could
not get ice cream during the entire day and that the
usual flow of traffic through Harcombe would be
interrupted.
— The amount of food prepared for any given
meal is based on the records of amounts used during
former meals. The number of persons expected for
a particular meal is also estimated according to
records of past attendance.

— Fresh desserts are prepared everyday and no
dessert should be put out a second time.
— To a suggestion that one line in each dining hall
be designated for seconds only, Talantis replied that
this would cause the other lines to be much longer
and would thus create another problem.
— The matter of having soft drinks in the
cafeterias is up to the University, according to
Talantis.
— Over 1,200 salt and pepper shakers were stolen
during the first month of this year.
When asked about midnight breakfasts during
exams, Talantis stated that these were stopped due
to the "messy" way the dining halls are treated
during such events. He said, "It took us three hours
to get that place (Harcombe) clean after the last
one (mid-night breakfast)."
The director emphasized that all dining hall
facilities and records are open for inspection by
students. "I'd be happy to take you (on a tour of the
dining halls facilities)," he remarked.
Business before the senate included electing
Senator Ford to serve on the Cheerleader Selection
Board, which will choose next year's cheering
squad.
The Judiciary Committee reported that it is still
studying the possible impeachment of a High Court
judge.
A motion to amend the rules of the senate to
provide for the election of senate chairpersons by
the senate instead of their being appointed by the
senate president was defeated. A similar motion is
now being considered by the Rules Committee.

Wilder
continued from page 5
the quality of "Skin of Our Teeth"
lends pride and credence to
Clemson. And the resounding
success of the play comes more
from the efforts of the Players
than from Thornton Wilder's
script.
Riding on the success of "Our
Town," Wilder expanded his
avant-garde
device
of
recognizing on stage that the play
is in fact a play, rather than
reality. And the audience loved it
every time Sabina threw up her
arms and told us she couldn't go
on; she didn't understand a word
of the play and she wanted to go
home. The frankness of the actors in admitting that they were
actors somehow lent the reverse
effect: we almost forgot that they
were actors.
How can a reviewer cover the
performances of 40 characters —
all of whom filled their parts
well? Briefly, the finest performances :
. ,

Larry McLaughlin as Mr.
Antrobus never faltered in his
responsibility for holding
together not only the play but the
whole
world.
Strongly
reminiscent of John Butler's
various roles in Clemson Little
Theatre productions,
McLaughlin maintained his role
with power and confidence.
The ever-versatile Len Carson
as Sabina the maid, Sabina the
beauty queen and the reluctant
actress, manipulated our mood
as easily as she manipulated Mr.
Antrobus. Well done indeed.
And Mary Alice Barksdale —
our favorite mother, although she
always gets cast as the
domineering, unfeminine type,
won our hearts as she typified the
backbone of civilization —
motherhood.
Additionally, Jim Patz as
Henry, or Cain, or maybe even
the devil, aptly frustrated us all
with his model of the bane of the
family's
existence:
the

hyperactive,
devilish,
disobedient child.
Finally, B. J. Stern's cameo as
the fortune teller made me
shiver. She, revealer of the
future, knows nothing of the past.
Keck!
See and experience this play.
Every facet — every detail in this
production has, through plain
hard work, jelled. When such a
successful combination of people
and perseverance may again be
achieved by the Players is unpredictable. Three more nights of
the production remain — tonight
through Sunday. Come to Daniel
Auditorium at 8 p.m. with or
without a ticket. They'll find
room for you somehow — even if
you have to hang by the skin of
your teeth.

Thanks Tigers for beating
State7 and for coming to our
Beat State Sale.
Look in future issues of the tiger
for more specials

SPORTING GOODS

For Pizzas
or Subs
654-6990
for fast free delivery
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No cheer, no beer, no one to hear

by Nancy E. Jacobs

A professor hurried past Martin Hall, his
hands covering his ears. But Susan
Delony, associate dean of students, braved
the noise to join a cluster of students on a
back bench of the amphitheatre.
The music of Mountain Ash attracted
few students from their dorms and
classrooms Tuesday. And many of those
who were there weren't quite sure what
was going on. "I thought somebody had the
radio on too loud," one student remarked,

campus senators should have their phone
numbers posted on bulletin boards in their
precincts.
Price emphasized that students can
attend senate meetings and that they
should call the student government office
if they have problems or suggestions.
"Student government has the power to
achieve change only if it has the backing of
the students," he concluded.
The vice presidential office "has great

"Lots of information is available to you
as students," Wilson said. To help make
that information available to students and
relay grievances to concerned authorities,
she explained that she would be willing to
meet with students at designated areas on
campus.
Reggie Foster, the first presidential
candidate to speak, called for "greater
student input through surveys and
referendums to let the administration
know what the student body is thinking."
An ambulance service is a major
University need, Foster said. Arguments
against establishing the service "don't
hold a drop of water," Foster continued.
"Students want an ambulance service. If
they want it, they should have it."
Foster called for an examination of
student services offered by the University.
"The canteen and the bookstore charge
very high prices," he stated. In addition
he said, library and student bank hours
should be extended.
If elected, Foster promised to conduct a
poll to measure student opinion. The poll
will enable him to "make your priorities
my priorities," he explained. Foster also

"Everyone before me has
talked about communication
.... No one communicated to
the students about this
rally." — McLaughlin

FOSTER (L) AND CLAMP

"until I realized there are no dorms in this
area."
What was happening—or trying to
happen—was the third annual student
government-sponsored Rally Day.
Organized to give students a chance to
hear candidates for student body offices
speak, this year's Rally Day differed in
two major respects from its predecessors:
it was held in an easily accessible location
(previous locations were the Y beach and
the rugby field) and there was no beer.
Several of the candidates joked about
the lack of attendance. Vice presidential
candidate Harold Price opened his speech
by commenting, "I know the other candidates and the media will be interested in
hearing my platform."

"Students want an ambulance service. If they want
it, they should have it."—
Foster

potential," stated candidate Jeannie
Wilson. "She serves on several standing
committees—more committees than the
president serves on."
■

"The athletic department
sometimes is not receptive
and responsive to student
input." — Clamp
She too stressed the need for improved
communication
"between student
government and the student body and also
within student government itself." To
improve the functioning of student
government, Wilson called for "a more
interrelated system of checks and
balances between the courts, the senate
and the executive branch."

Larry McLaughlin, the next presidential
aspirant to address the group. "Everyone
before me has talked about communication....No one communicated to the
students about this rally."
McLaughlin criticized the administration's attitude towards students.
"The administration doesn't have a right
to tell you when you can and cannot get a
pizza," he said, alluding to recently
established delivery guidelines. "We're
talking about student rights."
The student body president "needs to
come out to the people," McLaughlin
stated. As student body president, he
would work with other campus

"If you don't get what you
want, if you don't have a
voice,
you're
losing
something." — Walsh
organizations to provide activities and
opportunities for students to demonstrate
solidarity on issues, he said.
"You've been electing class officers
since the first grade," presidential candidate David Walsh told the audience.
"They all do the same thing."
Student government offices are largely
ineffective because they have been

promised to establish regular office hours
"so people can come talk to me about
problems."
"Student government needs to be
responsible to your needs and your
desires," presidential hopeful Neal Clamp
told the group.
"Where is teacher evaluation?" Clamp
asked. "It's been in the works for a long,
long time, but it's still important." He also
suggested a system of advisor evaluation.
Of ticket distribution, Clamp observed,
"Everybody who walks over to the
coliseum knows the system is ineffective.
The athletic department sometimes is not
receptive and responsive to student input."
Students have a responsibility to
themselves to elect leaders who are
"capable and innovative enough to deal
with old and new problems," Clamp
concluded. "It's time we all get serious
about student government."
Communication was a major theme of

MCLAUGHLIN

Price voiced the hope that communication could be improved between the
administration, student government and
the student body. "Presently the administration has veto power over
legislation submitted by student government," Price explained. He called for a
greater flow of information from the administration to student government when
legislation is vetoed.
Students should have representation on
all committees which make decisions
concerning student welfare. "Students
should have a voice in these matters," he
stated.
Too often, Price continued, "Student
government doesn't relate to students."
Members of student government
frequently "represent their own interests,
not those of the people they represent." To
remedy that situation, Price suggested
that senators be required to hold meetings
with those they represent and that on-

WALSH

Photos by Rowntree

established and are controlled by the
University, Walsh said. "There's nothing
student government can do without the
approval of Dean Cox (Walter Cox, vice
president for student affairs and dean of
students)."
Walsh proposed that student government should provide legal services for
students by retaining a lawyer. He also
called for the establishment of a food co-op
using University facilities.
Students should have a voice "in
academics, in tenure committees, in their
living conditions," Walsh continued. "If
you don't get what you want, if you don't
have a voice, you're losing something."
Student government can do more than
"sit on its hands," Walsh concluded.
"Student government's a democracy. Like
all democracies, it has good people and
bad people. The people with a lot of drive
will get some where."

the tiger
Rah! Rah! Rally Day?
There's an old saying
that "everything comes
in threes." Rally Day
'75 was the third attempt in as many years
to inform the students
through a candidates'
rally. It was the third
dismal failure.
In theory, Rally Day
should have been at
least moderately successful. After all,
listening to a few
speeches seems a fair
enough price for a free
outdoor
concert.
Besides, it gives the
students a chance to
play at being responsible voters involved in
the democratic process.
But for some reason,
the students aren't
interested. Each year

letters
Rivers will
be missed
Often, people who accomplish
much while in an elected office
are too quickly forgotten after
their term of office is finished. It
is not fair for a person who has
worked so diligently to be so
easily forgotten by those for
whom he has worked. John
Rivers is a man who should not be
easily forgotten.
Recently, John's term expired
as president of the Student
Senate. He has been replaced by
a capable and honorable person,
Sam Ingram, who has already
proved himself to be a fine
leader. But John was and still is a
capable leader. He will never be
forgotten by those who are close
to him, but no one should forget
him. During his years at Clemson, and in student government,
the welfare of his fellow students
has always been foremost in his
mind. This quality is the most
admirable and most essential
quality that any public servant
can have.
As a senator, John had a hand
in the establishment of a
visitation system in dormitories
and the establishment of dormitory councils. These changes
have helped to make dormitory
life more pleasant for everyone.
In addition, John worked for the
installation of bicycle parking
racks to accommodate the
growing number of bicycles on
campus. To protect student
vehicles, John pushed for the
lighting and patroling of outlying
parking lots. These are only a few
of his accomplishments, but they
demonstrate his concern for the
students.

Upon his election to the
presidency of the Student Senate,
John assumed newer and greater
responsibilities. He took on these
responsibilities as only John
Rivers could. Leading the senate,
which involved about 35 hours of
his time a week, John was instrumental in the extension of
visitation hours, the implementation of a new class cut
policy—which allows the individual professor to decide on
the number of cuts—and the
prevention of the paving of
Bowman
Field.
Clemson
wouldn't be very pretty with a
parking lot where Bowman Field
is now or with the magnolia trees
no longer in front of the loggia
(these seem to have been saved
by the senate).
So you see, John is a man to be
remembered. Whether they know
it or not, students on campus are
indebted to him. John must be
remembered, for there will never
be another like him.
Mike Baxley

Trash burns
Ragan up
I've been going to school here
for about four years and now that
I'm about to graduate I want to
get a few things off my chest.
There's a lot of trash going on
around here that we could get rid
of real easily. So bear with me
and I'll just throw these pearls
out as I think of them.
First, my roommate would
break my liver if I failed to
mention the trouble we keep
having getting an ambulance. It
seems we actually have the
vehicle but we somehow can't
afford to pay a couple of people to
run it. Bullfeathers. How come
we could afford to buy that flock
of little police scooters and that

flock of little women to ride
around in them searching for
unsuspecting autos to ticket?
Because an ambulance doesn't
bring in a zillion dollars a week in
ticket finds, that's why.
Also, did you ever wonder how
the P-Plant gets away with
putting all that black junk into
the air, and then letting it fall on
your car? If LaFrance did that
they'd get sued for everyting but
their corporate long Johns. But
the University is a state
organization, and the people who
put polluters away are a state
organization, and one bureaucrat
just hates to mess with another
one. You never know who you'll
need next week ....
Well, that does it for this week.
I feel better already, but not
much.
Gary Ragan

Arts center
fine legacy
A curious paradox exists in the
position of the performing arts at
Clemson. The University, in all of
its other disciplines, is dedicated
to the highest professionalism.
Staff, for example, is recruited
with meticulous attention to
academic qualifications. Painstaking care is given to curricula
and teaching to assure that
students receive the best
professional service that intelligence and money can
assemble. No expense is spared
for laboratory facilities, research
materials and teaching aids; only
the highest professional quality is
deemed acceptable.
Yet, in music, drama and
dance the university community
is willing to settle for the shabbiest kind of non-professionalism.
Any performance that must be

the crowd has been
small. This year it was
almost nonexistent.
Obviously, something is
wrong.
This year's Rally Day
offered a distinct advantage over previous
events in that it was
centrally located on
campus. The decision
not to include beer was a
good one, although it
may have cut attendance. In the past,
Rally Day has served as
student government's
version of a union beer
bust—great fun, but not
much for political
analysis. Generally, by
the time the candidates
spoke the crowd was in
no mood to listen.
Why didn't Rally Day
work? Perhaps because
viewed in Tillman Hall or Littlejohn Coliseum is doomed to
failure. It is listening to a superb
record on a $19.95 phonograph,
watching a sunset through a dirty
dishcloth. The message the
University delivers to its students
is loud and clear: every
discipline at the University is
worthy of professional study
except music, drama and dance.
These are obviously not worth the
time spent experiencing them
because the University, by its
example, places no real value
upon them.
The history of the building
program at Clemson has
demonstrated that the administration and trustees are
responsive to student demands. If
enough students honestly believe
that the arts of Bach, Beethoven
and Brahms, of Sophocles,
Shakespeare and Shaw, are equal
to the arts, say, of Red Parker
and Tates Locke they will
demand the same kind of
professionalism on the performing stage that they get on the
playing field. I can think of no
finer legacy for the present
classes at Clemson to leave to
succeeding generations of
students than a performing arts
center, conceived and constructed with the same
dedication to professionalism the
university devotes to every other
discipline.
John J. McLaughlin

Discrepancies
spur campaign
The student courts system has,
in the past, functioned in an
acceptable manner with one
minor exception. The system is
not a true counterpart to the legal
system of the United States. Very
little attention is given to the
arguments of the prosecution and

it was poorly publicized.
(Several
student
government members
either didn't know about
it or forgot it.) Perhaps
because students aren't
interested in what the
candidates have to say.
As one candidate
commented, "Why
come to a rally to hear
the
same
old
promises?"
Whatever the reason,
Rally Day speeches are
an
embarrassing
obligation
for
presidential and vice
presidential candidates.
Unless next yar's
student government
officials can restructure
the event to make it
meaningful, they should
let the third Rally Day
be the last.
defense attorneys, as a rule. Also,]
many times the students have]!
already received some form oil
penalty from administrative'!
officials.
It is because of thei
discrepancies that I am running]
for a low court position. I was a
legal advisor for the fall semester I
and will continue this semester. II
feel this qualifies me for thisl
position in your student govern-J
ment. Thank you for your support.
JayTothacer|

Recent issue
not tasteful
One is tempted to say many
derogatory things about the most
recent issue of the Chronicle. But
the few comments which would
be truly appropriate for an
evaluation of such a magazine
are too base to be decently employed. Suffice it to say that the
issue is an embarrassment to
everyone who reads it and should
be an embarrassment to most
who contributed to it.
On the whole, the magazin&j
was in extremely poor taster
Besides being unfashionable, the
references to religion and drugs
were simply tiresome. Who cares
that Denver is the mile high city?
Denver without Neal? Who cares
that Harry Ethan Johnson was
stoned in an epoch of fantasy?
And who has nothing better to do
than rate miracles? Tacky,
tacky, tacky. And then the
Kampus Killer Kit and the insulting cartoons of an elevator
monster and of Whitewater
canoeing.
Could
we
forgive
the
tastelessness of the issue?
Perhaps, if some cleverness had
been evident in the production of
the magazine. But, as Jack Blake
says, the issue is "almost devoid,
of talent."
Possible exceptions to this

viewpoint
Players deserve better
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paste
criticism are Matt Crawford's
illustration for the violent crime
crime piece, the Kiawah
photograph on page 12, Jennifer
Tallant's illustration on page 23
and Mitzi Shuler's piece on page
25.
But these exceptions cannot
redeem the magazine. The
quality of the graphics, writing
and layout is overwhelmingly
poor. Pink cover? Glossy photos?
Maybe a bad issue like this one,
totally without merit, is what
Clemson needs to awaken it to
what the Chronicle could be.
Talent does exist in Clemson. The
1973-74 Chronicle evidenced that
fact. A quiet, tasteful issue would
allow that talent to show itself
best. The most recent issue was
neither quiet nor tasteful. How
sad it is that this issue had to
appear.
Robert Kelly
Allan Wendt
Jack Blake
Al Willis
Nick Diffenbaugh
Robbie McClam
Ralph Witt
Anna Hornkohl
Allan Garrett
Paul Brickell
Annemarie Jaques
David Schnieding

Students should
take active part
With elections only a few days
away, many students are asking,
"Does student government do
anything for Clemson?" The
facts say yes! This year's student
government has worked hard for
a better Clemson University, not
through radical change but with
lasting improvements.
Special events sponsored by
student government this year
have included the Freshman
Picnic, the Student Organization
Night, and the Highlands Con-

ference, where students and
administrators learned that
cooperation and not opposition
leads to progress.
Legislation from the Student
Senate has sought to improve all
aspects of campus life. Major
examples of legislation now in
effect include the restructuring of
the system used to handle
cheating cases, restructuring of
finance committee, limiting of
campaign spending to $20 for
regular elections and $10 for
runoff elections, creation of a
steering committee to help check
and maintain the efficiency of
student government, lowering of
required hours for vicepresidential candidates to second
semester
sophomore
and
revising of the Speaker's Bureau.
Other legislation has provided
for future establishment of mail
boxes in the Student Union
building for all organizations to
correspond free of charge,
funding of the Chronicle as a
reputable organization, a committee to work with the residence
halls office and provide student
input on dorm contract decisions,
representation on all University
committees by students, improving parking fines and
regulations, improvement of
bicycling on campus and improvements in the grading
system and in mid-term reports.
Special committees such as Food
Services and Health Services
have been active throughout the
year.
Student government is only a
useless ideal unless it has the
support of the student body.
Every student is encouraged to
be an active part of student
government by:
1) Voting at all elections. Vote
for the candidates who represent
your beliefs and make your voice
heard. Those who neglect to vote
have no right to complain.

2) Becoming an informed
student. Attend senate meetings
(Mondays 7:30 p.m.—Room 30,
Brackett Hall), read the posted
minutes of senate meetings, and
most important of all, talk with
senators and government
leaders.
3) Support those issues and
legislation that you feel are
important. Any government
official will be glad to discuss the
issues with you to make sure the
student body is properly
represented in the final decisions.
I hope this letter will encourage
all students to take student
government as seriously as the
people you have elected to run it
do. Student government is here to
serve the students and no one
else. Make it work!
Mike Newman

Government
provides bridge
"Who gives a dam about
student government?" This is a
fairly popular statement in times
of student elections. However,
maybe this should be rephrased
to read, "Why should we give a
damn about student government?" The answer to the first
question is obvious if one looks at
the apathy of students on Campus. The answer to the second
question, however, is often
overlooked and deserves more
attention.
Student government's main
purpose is to provide a bridge
between the students and the
faculty and administration. As a
result it is the duty of student
leaders to see that there is an
effective network of communications established and
operated. Therefore, what
student government needs today
continued "to page 10

Two reviews appear in this week's issue. One
concerns the efforts of a student organization
whose latest effort fails to live up to the group's
potential — The Chronicle. The other review
lauds a student group which is surpassing its
supposed potential — Clemson Players.
Consider the successes of the Players over the
past five years. Each semester they have
produced one or two plays, some fair, some good,
some with a spark of genius. Every effort
resulted from advance planning, discipline and
hard work.
Rather than serving only part of the time
during a semester, the Players operate
throughout the season. Tryouts for their next
production begin only two days after the current
production ("The Skin of Our Teeth") concludes.
Clemson Players don't just meet the needs of
those students who like to act; they also offer
technical positions for those who enjoy working
with lights, props, sound, costuming and makeup, as well as public relations jobs such as
publicity and box office positions.
More than a fringe group participates in
Player productions. "The Skin of Our Teeth"
program lists more than 50 individuals involved
with the play, and each play attracts a new flock
of volunteers.
Certainly the Clemson Players are meeting the
needs of Clemson University in two ways: They
provide a quality source of entertainment for the
community and an enriching experience for the
students who participate. And right now their
membership includes as many or more students
as any other student organization. Nevertheless
the Players are still considered a second-rate
organization when funding and privileges are
concerned.
Clemson's five traditional "big" organizations
are CDA, the Chronicle, Taps, the Tiger and
WSBF. Student Union and student government
have joined the ranks of the "big" student
organizations. Somehow, the Players have been
left behind.
But the students don't always respect
tradition. We can't speak for the other "big"
organizations, but student membership in the
Clemson Players is higher than in the Tiger. And
we expect it exceeds the participation in the
activities of the Chronicle, Taps and WSBF, if
not student government.
The point is this: Clemson Players are still
existing by "the skin of their teeth"; they enjoy
no permanently guaranteed headquarters and
their rehearsal and production facilities are at
the mercy of the College of Liberal Arts. They
still must grovel before the Finance Committee
to prove they deserve any funds at all. Why?
Student Union managed to rise to the top in
rank of student funding — and accomplished the
feat while still less than two years old. Students
should no longer tolerate the "second-rate"
treatment bestowed upon the Clemson Players
from all upper levels. They've proved themselves; they are producing and everyone applauds their work. They deserve at least three
benefits now: larger, assured office space; a
budget within which they can continue to expand; and blueprints for a building suitable for
rehearsals and performances.
Let's see them get what they deserve.
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Scoop: veto may be sustained
Senator Henry Jackson of Washington, a
Democratic presidential hopeful, predicted that
President Gerald Ford has the votes necessary in
Congress to sustain a veto of the bill blocking oil
import tariff increase. Jackson stated in a Tuesday
speech that Ford had twisted enough arms in
Congress to change their minds on the bill.
Jackson also criticized proposals to raise Federal
taxes on gasoline and said he felt most of Congress
shares his views.
Before returning to Washington Wednesday night,
President Ford made a speech in Florida calling for
a unified Democratic economic and energy
proposal that can be blended with his own plans.
Ford also predicted that Congress is not likely to
pass his anti-recession tax cut until June. The
president had hoped for action next month.

, Terry Bottling
North Main St.""
ANDERSON, S. C.

Clearance
Sale Continues
JEANS DENIM SHIRTS
and Formal Wear
by After Six
more bargains are awaiting you at

John Mitchell, H. R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman were each sentenced to at least 30 months and
not more than eight years in prison, Friday, Judge
John Sirica announced the sentences along with the
sentence of Robert Mardian, who must serve at
least ten months or not more than three years.
The convictions, connected with the Watergate
burglary case, were for conspiracy to obstruct
justice by hampering the initial investigations of the
break-in. Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Mitchell were
convicted on additional charges of obstruction of
justice and various counts of lying under oath.
The four have announced their intention to appeal
and will remain free with bond until their cases are
decided.
Former president Richard Nixon had no comments after the sentencing. The only comment from
the four defendants was from John Mitchell who
said, "It could have been a hell of a lot worse. He
could have sentenced me to spend the rest of my life
with Martha Mitchell."
Congress has come to the aid of the Penn Central
Railroad. Senator Vance Hartke urged the Senate to
support legislation providing $347 million in grants
and loans, stating that allowing Penn Central to
shut down would cause the national unemployment
rate to increase to 25 per cent in 30 days.
The Senate action Wednesday followed a move
Tuesday by the Department of Transportation
providing the railroad with $23 million to meet its
payroll. The railroad recently announced losses of
$73.2 million in the last quarter of 1974.
Col. William Durham of the Army Corps of
Engineers disclosed to a congressional sub-

OCONEESQUARE
SENECA, S.C.

BROWN'S SQUARE
WALHALLA, S.C.

committee Wednesday that the U.S. is involved in
projects in Saudi Arabia and conceeds to demand
that no Jewis American officers work on the
projects.
Senator Frank Church, a member of the Senate
subcommittee, charged the Arab states are trying
to "impose a pattern of anti-semitism on our
business life" by organizing a boycott of American
and foreign firms and do business with Israel.
Commenting on the Corps situation Church stated,
"It would be tragic, indeed, if we slipped into a
practice of implementing a policy so fundamentally
contrary to the principles of our country."

StB...
by John Rowntree fj V ■
The executive council of the AFL-CIO has called
for antitrust legislation to break up the large oil
companies. In a council-approved statement the
multinational companies were blamed for the
energy crisis. The statement called for "a comprehensive energy policy" that would reduce imports, cut consumption and increase domestic
supply.
The legislation to break up the large companies
should provide several measures according to the
council. Among those mentioned were to prohibit
ownership of competing sources of energy by one
company. The AFL-CIO feels that ownership of coal
mines and uranium stakes by large oil concerns has
hindered the development of alternative energy
sources.
The AFL-CIO hopes to prevent another
energy emergency like the one they describe as "a
result of policy decisions made by multinational oil
companies to squeeze the consumers, force them to
pay higher prices and fatten the oil companies."
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letters...
continued from page 9
is not necessarily people with
experience and ideas but more
importantly people who are
understanding of situations and
sensitive to the needs and desires
of others. We need responsible
leaders who are concerned with
and able to deal with other
students as well as members of
the faculty and administration.
All five candidates for student
body president emphasize the
need for more effective communication just as all candidates
in the past have done. However, it
is only those candidates showing
the initiative by seeking student
opinion, challenging it and
responding to it throughout the
course of their respective
campaigns who will make good
leaders.
Students should look for candidates who possess these
qualities and do their part in
electing them to office. It is in the
hands of the students to elect
leaders who will make student
government more prevalent on
campus.
Bill Sickling
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Study is inconclusive about TV violence
by Kerry Capps.
The relationship between television
violence and aggressive behavior is one of
the most controversial problems facing
the television industry today. Certain
groups have charged that such violence is
a direct cause of the recent increase in the
rate of violent crimes in this country.
Other groups have adopted an opposite but
equally extreme position which says that
the violence which we see on the screen
actually serves to deter violent behavior
by allowing a person to relieve his
frustrations by watching someone else
behave violently.
The subject of television's relationship
to violence was examined last week by Dr.
Stanley Milgram of the City University of
New York in the fifth in a series of
presentations on American violence and
aggression, sponsored by the College of
Liberal Arts, the S.C. Committee for the
Humanities and the National Endowment
for the Humanities.
In a speech entitled "A Field
Experiment in TV and Anti-social
Behavior," Milgram described his own
research work on TV violence and its
relationship to violent, aggressive or antisocial behavior in TV viewers. Milgram
explained that the point of his presentation
was to describe the methods used to study
the problem, rather than in attempting to
reach any substantive conclusions.
According to Milgram, before his
research work in the area there had been
two types of studies made, both inconclusive. The first type was an imitative
behavior experiment where a child watched an adult strike a punching-doll and
then was left in a room alone with an
identical doll.
Milgram said that even though in most
cases the child did strike the doll, that all
that was actually proven was that the child
had successfully learned to use a new toy.
The other main experimental projects
were based on the use of surveys and
written questionaires which Milgram said

Tired of Wearing
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•

We Design And
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On A T-Shirt,
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Or License Tag
IDENTIFY YOUR
ORGANIZATION,
CLUB, GROUP OR
SELF WITH A
CUSTOM SHIRT, ETC.
SEE US NOW.
Above The Pizza Hut -

were unable to establish any kind of a
cause-effect relationship.
Milgram's approach differed from these
earlier projects in that he sought to use a
natural setting for his experimentation —
to study the effect of actual network
television programming on community
violence.
"Our main problem came in
manipulating our independent variable —
television violence itself," said Milgram.
"The television networks were reluctant to
let us schedule programming for this type
of study."
Milgram said that he was finally able to
work out an agreement with CBS to conduct the research. "Our problem was to
set up a program depicting an anti-social
behavior, and then to expose a group of
people to it. The behavior had to be clearly
anti-social, and it had to be something that
could be imitated and measured. We
finally chose breaking into medical
charity boxes as the behavior which we
would use in the study."
After working with the network to find a
suitable program in which to insert his
experimental scene, Milgram settled upon
"Medical Center" as the vehicle for his
study.
For purposes of conducting the experiment, a group of persons were chosen
randomly and were asked to participate in
previewing and evaluating a new show.
Those who participated were promised a
gift in appreciation of their participation.
For his basic experiment, Milgram
showed different versions of a "Medical
Center" segment to two groups of viewers.
The first group — the control group —
were exposed to a film which showed a
man placing money into a medical charity
box. A second group viewed a program
very similar to the first, but with the man
breaking into and robbing several medical
charity boxes.
The next step of the experiment came in

exposing the viewers to an opportunity to
imitate what they saw on the TV program.
This was accomplished by asking the
participants to come to a distribution
center to pick up their appreciation gift.
When the persons arrived at the center, no
one was there, but a Project Hope charity
box was placed in the room.
The question was, would the persons who
viewed the film depicting a person
breaking into a charity box be any more
likely to break into the box than a person
who saw the film of the person putting
money into a box?
According to Milgram, the answer was
no. About seven per cent of those who
participated in the viewing attempted to
break into the charity box, but of the 488
persons subjected to the situation, there
was "just no difference" between the

{joyce 5 Uypinc} Service
115 Earle Street
Clemson, S.C.
xerox copying
phone 654-U20
SPECIALTY PRINTING

typing, duplicating and copying services

ROD AND GUN CLUB

behavior of the two groups.
Milgram said that he was somewhat
disappointed that the experiment did not
lead to any compelling conclusions. "When
this happens, one tries to figure out ways
in which differences might be obtained,"
he said. "We had the idea that maybe the
theater was too remote, so we changed the
experiment so that a smashed charity box
was already present in the room. Again
there were no differences between the
behavior of the two groups."
Still not satisfied with the experiment,
Milgram tried several other variations on
his basic theme, but there was never any
difference in anti-social behavior or
violence between those who viewed the
"violent" film and those who saw the
passive film,
continued to page 12
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Study...
continued from page 11
Milgram warned against making any
conclusions from this research project. "It
was very difficult from my standpoint," he
said. "Maybe the very essence of the study
was wrong." He explained that the emphasis may have been placed on numbers
to an excessive degree — that a small
number of persons engaging in violent or
anti-social behavior would have a great
social consequence. For example,
Milgram pointed out that if one million
persons watched the program, and that
even if the TV violence affected only onetenth of one per cent of all viewers, that
would mean 1,000 persons would engage in
violent behavior."
Milgram stated that another possible
limitation to his project was that it had no
way to measure the long-range effect of
TV violence. "People may demonstrate an
imitated anti-social behavior later in
another time and space frame," he said.
"Another possibility is that we may be so
satiated with violence that nothing
provides a profound effect on behavior."
Milgram stressed the need for further

research on the subject. "The speculations
which we have are only possibilities for

new experiments in this area," he concluded.

Chronicle...
continued from page 4
meaningless and opinionated sociological
jargon. Front page of The Greenville News
gives us about the same, without the
moralistic ramblings.
"KIAWAH"—Four
photos
of
(presumably) Kiawah Island divide four
paragraphs of uninspired whining ending
with the incomprehensible last sentence—
"Does man's intelligence really separate
him from the other animals which inhabit
the earth, or does he have the right?"
"What's Your Favorite Miracle" —
Reads like a reject from National Lampoon, Could have been promising but
apparently the author just got tired and
quit.
"Breakfast of Sheep" — This is the
editor's work, and it unfortunately
resembles much of the modern short
• fiction of the 60's and 70's. Which
necessarily makes it tasteless, pointless,

and nouveau-tripe.
"Chronicle Yughs"—Readable. The
explanation at the bottom of the page
(Yughs are anti-jokes or notjokes.) is
superfluous.
"Scuppernongs"—Promising, but needs
revising and editing — the kind of work
Chronicle editors apparently find too
boring and uninspiring to bother with.
"The
Dangers
of
Whitewater
Canoeing"—I liked it, and so would Mad
Magazine.
The poetry I hesitate to review, fearing I
would be too subjective.
Naturally it is easy to criticize the
Chronicle; it always has been. And coi.
sidering the attacks already sustained bv
the Chronicle, this review will scarcely
singe a page of the publication.
Maybe the good news is that we have
finally seen a Chronicle. Now let's see a
better Chronicle.

A.C.

CAMPUS
CAMERA

DUPONT

MONROE

Lennon...
continued from page 5
effort by the leader of that group, Edgar
Froese. Like the Tangerine Dream album,
Aqua is composed solely of sounds
produced by electronic instruments and,
also like the other album, it probably has a
rather limited appeal.
, For what it >s apparently trying to
achieve, the record is quite successful. It
is a string of rolling mixtures of sounds,
occasionally tied loosely together by a
background of rhythm parts. More often
than not, though, it is simply sound,
calculated to float the listener along from
one mood to another with only a hint of
timing.
The album is arranged in a smooth,
flowing style that builds and falls before
you realize what is happening. One minute
there is a mixture of fairly complex parts
going, all intermingling and mixing in and
out of harmony and rhythm. The next
minute you notice the only thing playing is
one simple synthesizer part. It's not
exactly a toe-tapper, but it's great to listen
to as background music for sleeping for
reading or what-have-you.
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campus bulletin
SOCIETY for the Advancement of
Management will hold a meeting at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the Defore Room of Sirrine Hall.
Bruce Fredrickson from Dun & Bradstreet,
Inc., will speak.
SENIORS interested in taking a field trip
to Columbia on March II to attend a Career
Day Program on Social Work should contact
Dr. Mulkeen in the Counseling Center, 200
Tillman.
LOWELL NORDQUIST, coordinator of
program development and evaluation. South
Carolina Department of Corrections, will
address the Clemson Unitarian Fellowship,
Sunday, 10:30 a.m., YMCA Clubroom. The
public Is Invited.
WHAT IS HOTLINE? Hotline Is a phoneIts number being 654-1040. But Hotline is
much more than that. It is an information
source, with no strings attached. It Is a
reassuring voice in a sea of confusion.
Hotline Is a group of concerned students who
care. 654-1040, seven days a week from ft
p.m.-8 a.m. That is Hotline.
STUDENTS looking for a career opportunity who don't know quite what to
expect should come to the career counseling
seminar Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Alumni
Center.

PHI ETA SIGMA will have a spring
banquet at Coneross following initiation at
Olin Hall, Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. All
members planning to attend should sign the
list at the entrance of Olln Hall by 5 p.m.
Tuesday. Nominations for new officers will
be taken on Wednesday night by the election
committee.
THE YMCA needs volunteers to help
coach youth baseball, girls Softball, track
and tennis teams. Interested people contact
Bill Wooten at the "Y," 654-2361.
THE YMCA has summer lobs available
for lifeguards and day camp counselors.
Applicants must have current American Red
Cross or YMCA llfesaving certification.
Applications may be picked up at the "Y"
desk.
PRE-VET CLUB will meet at 7 p.m.,
Tuesday in 118 Bracket.

Classifieds
FOR SALE: Complete 50-vol. set of The
Harvard Classics. All the world's greatest
literature. Sells new for hundreds of dollars.
S35. Call 654-2859.
FOR
SALE:
Medium-large
white
motorcycle helmet. New, $25. now $9. Call
454-2859.
LOST: 1 pair of tortoise rimmed glasses in
brown case with gold trim, between Daniel
and Manning about 3:30 p.m. Tuesday. If
found call Becky at 6347.
FOUND: Four Micro 100 quizzes bearing
name of Donna St. John. Also one Micro quiz
bearing name of Brian P. Quinn. For return
call Jake at 7357.

ECKANKAR discussion group will meet
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, 103 Strode. Anyone interested is welcome.

MEDICAL, DENTAL A LAW School
Applicants: Have you applied for the 1975
classes but without success so far? Perhaps
we can help you get an acceptance. Box
16140, St. Louis, Mo. 63105.

ROD & OUN CLUB is sponsoring the 1st
Annual Clemson Invitational Fishing
Tournament Saturday from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
out of Wilson's Landing. Tickets may be
purchased from Kevin In C-511 or by calling
8264.

TO THE GIRL in Geer that "picked up"
the opal necklace on Feb. 11. I gave my
girlfriend that opal for a Christmas present.
I hope you can enjoy It as much as she did,
knowing that no one gave it to you. Please
return It to room 220,8620.
WOMEN'S Educational Services is a nonprofit counseling agency that offers:
pregnancy testing, family planning, self-

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help*
Reason 3. We spend all the time we
need when it comes to preparing your
return. We conduct in-depth interviews
to make sure we understand your
personal tax situation. And, we keep
all information completely confidential.

Union Events

awareness, problem pregnancy counseling
and referrals to social service agencies. To
talk with someone who cares call (803) 7998355 anytime.

FRIDAY
Movie: "Scarecrow," YMCA, 6:55 & 9
p.m., through Saturday.

FREE PUPPIES: Nine german sheperdcollie pups to be awarded to good homes. For
information, call 654-3566.

SATURDAY
Square Dance, Loggia, 8 p.m.

MUST SELL: 12 string guitar, Gibson B45-12, Cherrywood box, beautiful Instrument,
S150. 654-3566.

SUNDAY
GAME TIME: Bridge, YMCA, 3 p.m.
Free Flick: "An American in Paris,"
YMCA, 8 p.m.

NOTICE: On March 4, elect A. Alan Cade
to the student High Court. I have past
student judicial experience and a desire to
serve the students of Clemson University.
JOBS ON SHIPS. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send S3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. S-10 P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

TUESDAY
Mixology Short Course, Clemson House, 810 p.m.

TF'sGRADS PROF'S EARNS2000or more
S. FREE 5-8 WEEKS IN EUROPE, AFRICA,
ASIA. Nationwide educational organization
needs qualified leaders for H.S. and College
groups. Send name, address, phone, school,
resume, leadership experience to: Center
for Foreign Study, P.O. Box 606, Ann Arbor,
Ml 48107

WEDNESDAY
Ballet Short Course, YMCA, 7-9 p.m.
THURSDAY
Free Concert: "Masters of the Airwaves."
amphitheater, 8 p.m. (in the event of bad
weather, the concert will be held in Tillman
Auditorium).
Coffee House Circuit Act: "Collins &
Levine," in the Gutter, 9-12:30 p.m. through
Saturday. Three shows each night except
Thursday; two shows.

SUMMER in Europe Unl-Travel Charters
at less than Vj regular economy fare. Sixtyfive day advance payment required. U.S.
Gov't approved. TWA, Pan Am, Transvla
707's. Call toll free 1-800-325-4867

COMING
Mixology short course offered on both
March 4 and 11, 8-10 p.m. Dave Defratus will
teach the skills of bartending. Cost Is S3 for
liquor. Applicants must be 21. Sign up in the
YMCA.
Belly-dancing short course will be offered
again. Six classes for S25. Meets from 10-12
a.m. on Saturday mornings, March 8 and
March 29-April 26. Taught by Fatema
Sultana. Sign up in the YMCA.
A free short course in gardening will be
taught from 7-8:30 p.m. on Monday nights,
March 3, 10 and 31, Room 1, YMCA. Dan
Ezell will present simple cultural practices,
insect, disease and weed control and harvesting tips.

Don't Complain if
you don't

VOTE
8 diHii - 5 p.m.
A poll in every dorm.
& Library. Loggia, and
Post Office

KWH
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

101 W. MAIN ST.
SENECA
Open 9am-9pm weekdays, 9-5 Sat. Phone 882-8077
OPEN TONIGHT - NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

•AT THE

isEn«w HAU «ns«sii

STUDY HALL
DELIVERY SERVICE
for all Hems
6 -11 p.m.

7 days a week

Call 654-3692

MONDAY
Gardening Short Course, YMCA, 7-9 p.m.
Chair Caning Short Course, YMCA, 7-9
p.m.
Yoga Short Course, YMCA, 7-9 p.m.
Movie: "Zardoz," YMCA, 7-9 p.m.,
through Wednesday
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the tiger
Tigers await league pairings after loss
by Kerry Capps
It had been billed as a matchup between
Clemson's inside strength and Maryland's
quickness and experience when the Tigers
and the Terps met Wednesday night to
decide the regular season ACC basketball
title. It didn't turn out exactly as had been
expected.
Whereas in the first meeting between
Clemson and Maryland, Tree Rollins and
Wayne Croft were able to dominate the
inside offensive game, Wednesday it was
the Terps who were able to move inside
offensively. The big difference came in the
fact that foul trouble forced Rollins to the
bench for a substantial portion of the game
— with Tree finally fouling out with still
more than five minutes remaining to play.
With Tree out of the lineup Maryland's
Tom Roy and Owen Brown teamed to
outscore Clemson's inside combination by
a 34-14 margain — and that in itself tells a
big part of the story of Clemson's 70-64
loss. The win gave Maryland its first
regular season ACC title, a bye in the first
round of the conference tournament, and
virtually assured the Terps of a spot in the
NCAA playoffs regardless of what happens
in the tournament.
The Tigers came close despite their foul
problems — which also included losing
Stan Rome and JoJo Bethea late in the
game. Without the inside offense, Clemson
turned to its outside game, with Skip Wise
pouring in 26 points — 22 of those coming in
the second half. At one point midway
through the second half Wise scored nine
straight points to lift the Tigers from a 4839 deficit to a 48-48 tie.
From that point in the game Maryland
went on a scoring streak of its own, outdistancing the Tigers 15-6 to go up again by
nine with 4:19 remaining. Then without
Tree in the lineup, the Tigers came back
another time, cutting the Terps lead down
to three, 65-62, before a final Maryland
surge put the game out of reach.
Wayne Croft was Clemson's second
leading scorer with 10 points. For
Maryland, freshman guard Brad Davis

had 20 points, with Brown getting 18 and
while Roy scored 10. Driesell played only
six players during the entire game.
The Tigers are now left in the position of
having to await the outcome of Saturday's
North Carolina-Duke game before their
ACC tournament seed is established.
Clemson and N.C. State are currently tied
for second place in the conference with 8-4
conference records. Both have completed
their conference schedules. North
Carolina is presently in third place with a
7-4 ACC mark. If the Tar Heels beat Duke

on the second night of the tournament.
To avoid the possibility of getting the
fourth seed, all of Clemson will be pulling
for a Duke upset on Saturday. If that
happens there will still be a coin toss — but
it will mean only the difference between

playing Duke and Wake Forest in the
opening round.
Right now the first round of the tournament is the key for Clemson. If they can
finally get past that barrier, then who
knows what might happen?

Trailing

the
Tiger
at Durham on Saturday, then they will
move into a three way tie for second place.
In that case there will be coin toss among
Clemson, State and North Carolina to
determine second, third and fourth places
in the conference.
The bottom three position in the conference are already settled, with Virginia
fifth, Duke sixth and Wake Forest seventh.
In case of a three way tie for second, the
teams who end up second and third will
enjoy a tremendous advantage over the
team that gets the fourth seed. Not only
does the fourth place team have to play
Virginia in the opening round — and the
Cavaliers have been playing extremely
well at times — but then the winner of that
game must play a rested Maryland team

TREE ROLLINS blocks a baseline jumper by State's Kenny Carr. Rollins broke his
own school record of 106 blocked shots in a season during Wednesday's loss to
Maryland.

Sports briefs

Sailing Club to host regatta
The Sailing Club placed third in the
College of Charleston Spring Invitational
held last weekend. College of Charleston
took top honors, with South Carolina
second, then Clemson, followed by the
Citadel and Furman.
Clemson's Will Sloger took low point
honors in the 'B' division.
This Saturday the club will host the
Clemson Spring Invitational. Participating schools include Tennessee,
Duke, USC, North Carolina, the Citadel,
College of Charleston and Furman.
Competition will begin at 10 a.m.
INTRAMURALS

STATE'S MO RIVERS hangs on to Skip
Wise during the Tigers' 92-70 route over
the Wolfpack. Wise scored 30 points in the
win.

Basketball playoffs began this week in
the graduate, fraternity, upperclass and
freshman leagues. Playoffs in girls'
basketball will begin next week.
Basketball deposits must either be picked
up or transferred to volleyball before
March 14., .
, ,

Anyone interested in registering a
volleyball team for this spring's competition should come by room 103 of Fike
beginning Monday, March 3. The last day
to enter a team will be March 11. There
will be a ten dollar deposit required of each
team.
The only remaining undefeated soccer
teams are Alive and Kicking with a 2-0
record in league A and the Sigma Phi
Epsilon Paraquets in league B, also with a
2-0 record.
FENCING
Coach Charlie Poteat's Tiger fencers
will be hoping to add a successful conclusion to what has already been Clemson's best season ever, as the team goes to
Maryland Saturday to compete in the ACC
fencing championships.
The Tigers, who have never finished

better than fifth in the conference standings, completed the regular season with
an even 6-6 record. North Carolina and
Maryland will be favored to take the first
two spots in the meet, but Coach Poteat
feels that his team should be in a good
position to challenge Duke and N.C. State
for the third position.
A total of nine fencers will compete for
Clemson in the event, with three in each
weapon class. Freshman Jon Capri holds
the best individual record for the Tigers in
espee with a 22-11 mark this season:
CORRECTION
Track coach I. M. Ibrahim wishes to
clarify a statement about the Clemson
track facilities which appeared in last
week's article on track prospects. Ibrahim
said that even though the hard-surfaced
Clemson track is difficult to run on, that it
will not cause permanent physical damage
to those running on it.
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sports
Wilhelm_ seeks fan support as baseball opens
by Steve Ellis
Not unlike other universities, Clemson's
students back the winners and shun the
losers. Football, soccer, and basketball
have each witnessed this during its
transition from the leaner to more
prosperous days. But every rule has its
exception, and that exception at Clemson
is baseball.
Under the direction of BUI Wilhelm the
Tigers have never suffered a losing season
in baseball. After 17 years of coaching
Wilhelm has established himself as the
winningest coach.ever at Clemson. His
overall winning percentage of .640 exceeds
even that of former football mentor Frank
Howard.
Typical of past performances, the Tigers
finished the '74 season with a 23-15 record.
By the season's end Clemson had captured
its second consecutive regular season title
in the ACC. Yet despite baseball's winning
ways, Wilhelm is not optimistic about
student interest as the Tigers open the '75
home season Saturday at 3 p.m.
"The students just quit coming last
year," Wilhelm recalled. "There are other
sports here than just football and
basketball. We need the student's support,
too."
Students who did see the '74 team can
expect to see several new faces in
Saturday's starting lineup against Gardner Webb. Graduation claimed five AllACC players from Wilhelm's starting
lineup of a year ago. The absence of Lin
Hamilton, Richard Haynes, Mike Pulaski
and Smiley Sanders has Wilhelm in search
of the big bat. Hamilton was Clemson's
leading hitter last year, batting .346. In
addition to his hitting, Hamilton was one of
the top catchers in the South.
As of yet Wilhelm has not found a
definite successor to Hamilton. Vying for

the vacated spot are Maryland natives
Tony Eckerel (Baltimore), Gary Fahrney
(Hagertown) and Bill Foley (Bavie). "I
will go with Tony in our first game,"
Wilhelm said. "But Bill Foley, who is just
a freshman, is also playing well."
Fahrney is presently sidelined with an
injury.
Another catcher, Barney La Bella
(Oakhurst, N.J.) has been moved from
that position to first base. There he has
earned a starting role over former South
Carolina State standout Doc Meredith.
At other infield positions Billy Wingo
(Union) has edged out Greg Belk
(Charlotte, N.C.) for the starting
assignment at second base. Wingo, a
starting defensive back on Clemson's
football team, replaces Haynes at second.
Returning starters Pat Fitzsimmons and
Kurt Seibert round out Wilhelm's starting
lineup in the infield. Fitzsimmons
(Charlotte, N.C.) started in all but four
games last year at third base.
The senior sported a fielding percentage
of .907 in his second year at the position.
As a freshman, Seibert had 62 putouts at
the shortstop position. Seibert (ElUcott
City, Md.), ranked third among Clemson
hitters, with a .316 average, and was also a
top baserunner for the Tigers.
In the outfield, Mike Mahoney, Steve
Tucker and Denny Walling will see action
Saturday. .
Despite the graduation of Pulaski and
Sanders the outfield will be neither weak
nor inexperienced. In addition to hitting
.330, Tucker (Charlotte, N.C.) was among
the top three performers in the RBI,
doubles and triples departments. Mahoney
(Manning) also saw action in the outfield
last season. Walling, a transfer from
Brookdale Community College, was

chosen in the draft by the San Francisco
Giants last year.
Expected starter Charlie Ing (Annandale, Va.) at right field is out with a back
injury.
In the past, Wilhelm has been able to
rely on having at least one top rate pitcher.
But the graduation of ACC-MVP Steve
Clime leaves the Tigers without an ace on
the mound.
"We've always had a big pitcher that
could be spotted into the schedule,"
Wilhelm explained. "Last year we used
Cline in the key games and worked our
staff around him. It's not that way this
year. I will go with five starters
throughout the season to prepare for the
conference tournament."
Starting in the Gardner Webb game will
be senior Larry Meekin, (Owings Mill,
Md.). Meekin led Clemson pitchers with 18
appearances last year. Wilhelm is
presently leaning toward Bob Mahony,
Chuck Porter, Randy Quintrell and Steve
Wyatt as his other starters.
Quintrell (Covington, Ga.) was undefeated on the mound last year. Porter
(Baltimore, Md.) appeared in 11 games,
while Mahony (Silver Spring, Md.) saw
only limited action. A junior college
transfer from Tampa, Fla., Wyatt will
miss several games due to injuries.
Injuries and inclimate weather have
been a serious hindrance to Wilhelm's
practice. Six players have suffered either
injuries or sickness. Of those still injured,
Ing and Wyatt's are of the greatest concern to Wilhelm. Bad weather has forced
the team indoors all but four days since
practice opened Feb. 3.
"If we don't look that good in the
beginning, I won't be disappointed,"
Wilhelm said. "But the players' morale

has been super—and we have the talent
necessary to win. Yet we might not reach
our expectations until spring break. We
would like to have some solid games under
our belt by then."
For the Tigers to equal last year's
record they must beat some of the top
teams in the South. "Our schedule, at least
quality wise, is extremely tough," he
stated. "I would say we have 13 games
against the South's best."
"Outside the conference we haven't been
doing that well home or away," said
Wilhelm. "I hope that can be changed
when we play Georgia Southern next week.
This Saturday's game against Gardner
Webb will be tough, too. They have an
excellent pitcher."
Gardner Webb is the first of an eight
game home series. The Tigers will play
West Virginia March 3 and 4 and will also
host Louisburg March 6. Georgia Southern
will follow with a three game series
beginning next Thursday. All home games
will be at 3 p.m. behind Jervey Athletic
Center.
Wilhelm picks the Tigers as the team to
beat in the ACC. "I think we're a little
better than the others," he observed. "But
N.C. State, North Carolina, Virginia and
Maryland will all be tough for us."
Although Clemson has done well in past
years during the regular season, the
Tigers have not won an ACC tournament.
The past two seasons the team lost the
championship by dropping the final game.
"Twice we have earned a bye in tournament play and did not capitalize on it. I
guess we've just blown it. But we can't let
it bother us, I think we have as good a
chance as anyone to win it this year,"
Wilhelm concluded.

Net teams open seasons with home matches
Both of Clemson tennis teams
get into action this week, as the
women's team kicks off its
season Saturday at 1 p.m. by
hosting Presbyterian while the
men's team begins its season on
Wednesday at 2 p.m. by hosting
Penn State.
Clemson's first women's net
team will play a 17 match
schedule this spring, including
home encounters against Converse, Furman, Erskine, Lander,
Anderson and the College of
Charleston. Head coach Mary
Kennerty expressed optimism
about the upcoming season. "The
competition among players has
been quite stiff, and depth is
going to be one of our strong
points," Kennerty commented.
Playing in the number one spot
for the Tigers will be Paula
Williams (freshman, Florence).
According to her coach, the main
strength of Williams' game is her
stamina.
The number two position will
be filled by Susan Wagner
(sophomore, Irmo). Wagner has
won the women's intramural
championship for the last two
years.

Cindy Kirkman (freshman,
Long Island, N.Y.) holds down
the third spot. Kirkham, who was
voted team captain, is described
by her coach as being a strong,
solid player. Kennerty remarked
that it was hard to believe that
Kirkham had been playing tennis
for only one year.
The fourth and fifth positions
are filled by Mary Jane Aiken
(sophomore, Lancaster) and
Diane Armen (junior, Anderson),
respectively. According to
Kennerty, Aiken "has been
working hard, and has the ability
to rapidly improve."
Armen is a transfer student
from the University of Colorado,
where she played for two years.
"Overall, Diane's strokes are the
most developed on the team,"
Kennerty stated. "Her game is
too defensive, however. She
needs to improve her attacking
game."
The last of the top six positions
is currently held by Carol Downie
(freshman, Easley). Downie only
recently joined the team after
transferring to Clemson from
Columbia College, but has moved
up the challenge ladder into a

' starting position. "Carol has a
very offensive, consistent
game," Kennerty said. "She
should be in the top three after
this week."
Other contenders for team
positions include Kyle Haskett
(freshman, Ocean City, N.J.),
Mitzee Pritchard (freshman,
Clinton), Lorrie Boots (freshman, Lethonia, Ga.), Faye
Mullinax (freshman Easley),
Kim Holmquist (freshman,
Greenville), and Bobbie Simpson
(freshman, Clemson).

For Coach Bill Beckwith's
team, challenge matches to
determine playing positions will
continue through this weekend.
But, according to Beckwith,
because of the balance of the
team, no player has been firmly
established at any position.
Fernando Manyetto and Ward
Snyder gained needed match
play experience last weekend by
competing in the Princeton
Intercollegiate Indoor Tennis
Tournament. Snyder lost to the
number two man on the Penn

State team, Miguel Marrotua, in
the first round of play. Manyetto
defeated Tad Linden of Harvard
in the first round, before losing to
John Gross from Princeton in the
second round.
Snyder and Manyetto teamed
up in double competition to defeat
the Columbia doubles team of AllAmerican Henry Bunisard and
Rocky Fogel 6-4, 6-3. In the
second round of doubles play they
dropped a 6-2, 6-4 decision to
Princeton's Paul McKinnley and
Tom Brightfield.

Tigers improve in track meet
by Liz Doyle
The ACC indoor track championship at CoUege Park, Md.,
had the usual result—that is that
the Terps won their 20th consecutive title. But the Tigers'
mUe relay team and high jumper
Ed Fern did cop first place
finishes to give Clemson 13 points
a significant improvement over
last season's seven point finish.
The Tigers also moved up one

notch from their last place 1974
finish.
Kenneth George, Ralston
Moore, Wolfgang Funk and Rod
Huff combined for a 3:23.9 in the
mile relay, bettering their season
record by nine seconds. Moore, in
his first race this season, paced
the squad with a fast 50.1, whUe
Funk added a 51.0 with George
and Huff running 51:4's.

StiU improving high jumper Ed
Fern cleared 6'10", and chose not
to try at 6'11", a height he has
cleared previously. Instead, he
opted for a chance of quaUfying
for the NCAA meet, which
required a 7 foot jump, but
missed at that height.
Ray Sahadi added a point to the
team total with a fifth place finish
in the shot with a 50-3V4 throw,
only two inches out of third place.
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Chronicle lets rumor slip to check apathy
by Debbie Graham Dunning
Once again the Chronicle, Clemson's variety magazine,
has had printing problems. Instead of leaving the blame
on the printer's shoulders, though, the Chronicle staff tied
up a "top man at the University" and themselves in a
story to shake student apathy at Clemson.
Chronicle Editor Harold Leedeclinedtotalk to the Tiger
about the magazine.
As was announced in last week's Tiger and over WSBF,
the Chronicle was to be ready for distribution last Friday.
According to David Roberts, managing editor of the
Chronicle, the staff rented a van to go to Greenville to pick
up the magazines from their printer, Creative Printing.
Upon arrival they found the magazines not ready and
owner Jack Briggs not there to explain the delay. A
contract had not been signed stipulating Feb. 20, as the
day the magazines were to be ready, but Roberts said that
twice Briggs had told them the Chronicle would be ready
then.
Briggs said that no date had been officially agreed upon
and that several previous dates had been tentatively
planned. "The delays were self-inflicted by the staff and
us," said Briggs.
When the Chronicle van arrived on campus Thursday
night minus the magazines, the staff, who had been
talking about apathy on campus, decided this would be the
ideal situation to "drive in and shake the apathy up," said
Roberts.
He admits that the staff "allowed it to slip out that our
printer had talked to one of the top men of the University a
few days prior to the day we were supposed to pick up the
magazine and that this may have been responsible for the
delay, in getting the magazine out." He stressed though
that no mention was made that an administrator had held
the Chronicle up. Roberts noted that they had actually
been told by a printer at Creative Printing that Briggs was
on the phone with a "top man" at Clemson.
Briggs denies ever talking to anyone at the University
except the Chronicle staff.
As the staff expected, the rumor hit the grapevine and
grew. It was announced on WSBF that due to a "higherup" in the administration, the Chronicle would not come

out as planned.
No one on the Chronicle staff seems to know how this
exact message was relayed. Alan Rogers, a member of
the Chronicle staff who talked to WSBF staffers about the
announcement, said that the announcement shouldn't
have "directly stated that a higher-up in the administration had delayed print, although it might have
implied it."
WSBF business director Eddie O'Dell stated that
whatever terminology was used in the announcement was
certainly quoted from whoever gave the station the
announcement.
The Chronicle staff admits the rumor was a "stunt."
The purpose of it, according to a confession the Chronicle
has submitted to the Tiger, was to prove the main theme
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of "Breakfast of Sheep," a story in the current Chronicle
about student apathy and "malleability in the hands of
University VIPs."
The confession goes on to state that the Chronicle's
main goal, if it has one, is to "dispel this apathy and
replace it with constructive criticism, constructive
planning, constructive action and the ability to take
constructive criticism."
Two examples of student apathy cited by the staff
concern the few people carrying the loads of the student
organizations and the incredibly few people who vote on
election day.
The Chronicle staff believes that the solution to the
problem of apathy must begin with the student media —
the Tiger, WSBF, TAPS and the Chronicle. "These media
must make it incumbent upon themselves to stir the
Clemson student out of his lethargic condition," the
confession states.
Thus, to prove its point, the staff let the rumor slip and
grow. Their primary purpose was to make people aware
that the "big-daddies" of the University didn't like the
Chronicle. The staff thought they would then be able to
monitor the different reactions of various individuals,
cliques and organizations, while keeping in mind there
would be some who just naturally wouldn't like the
magazine. From their study, the Chronicle staff felt they
would find out who was under the "sway of the University
officials — thereby proving the point of 'Breakfast of
Sheep,' " states the confession.
The staff anticipated that the fraternities and sororities
would more closely share the values and standards of the
administration than other student groups. "We thought
they were influenced a great deal by the administration
and tended to question its policies very little," the confession states. It continues that the staff's anticipation
was generally correct although the fraternities and
sororities were not so much affected as was expected.
With the intention of shaking up student apathy, the
Chronicle staff allowed a rumor to slip and mushroom.
But Rogers, speaking for the staff, contends, "It wasn't
our intention to lie."
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